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BÀI TẬP TIẾNG ANH LỚP 10 THEO TỪNG UNIT

UNIT 5 INVENTIONS CÓ ĐÁP ÁN

Fill the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs: inspire, not have, encourage, prefer, be

1. Teenagers now ________ chatting online with their friends to hanging out with their friends.

2. I __________ enough sleep last night, so I'm very exhausted today.

3. Since we first met at the fan-meeting, Jerry _________ me a lot in my life.

4. I ___________ to German three, but I haven't visited Neuschwanstein castle yet.

5. For centuries, nature __________ many scientists and inventors in their great inventions.

Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence.

1. “Has an announcement been made about the eight o’clock flight to London ?” -

“_______________”

A. I don’t think that.

B. Not yet.

C. Sorry I don’t.

D. Yes, it was.

2. “I love studying science as it allows me to answer questions about natural world.” -

“___________”

A. No, I won’t.

B. Neither do I.

C. Yes, I like it.
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D. So do I.

3. “I have taken part in the drama club for 3 months.” - “_______________”

A. So have I.

B. So have me.

C. I have so.

D. So I have.

4. “What do you think of your new red car? ” - “_______________”

A. I always keep it.

B. I’d love to.

C. It’s fantastic.

D. Sounds great.

5. “Can I try your new smart phone?” - “_______________”

A. I’m sorry, I can’t. Let's go now.

B. I’m sorry. I’m home late.

C. Sure. I’d love to. Sure.

D. But please be careful with it.

Give the correct form of the words in CAPITAL to complete the sentences.

1. There is too much ____________ in this new film. VIOLENT

2. Dolphins sometimes are killed when they are _______ entrapped in electric pulse fishing.

ACCIDENT
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3. It is a good scientific book because it is very ________ for me. INFORM

4. Luckily! After three __________ attempts, Marie's finally passed his driving test. SUCCEED

5. Lisa's so kind. It's a ________ working with her. PLEASE

ĐÁP ÁN

Fill the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs: inspire, not have, encourage, prefer, be

1. Teenagers now _____ prefer _____ chatting online with their friends to hanging out with

their friends.

2. I ______didn’t have______ enough sleep last night, so I'm very exhausted today.

3. Since we first met at the fan-meeting, Jerry ______has encouraged______ me a lot in my life.

4. I ______have been______ to German three, but I haven't visited Neuschwanstein castle yet.

5. For centuries, nature _____has inspired______ many scientists and inventors in their great

inventions.

Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence.

1 - B; 2 - D; 3 - A; 4 - C; 5 - D;

Give the correct form of the words in CAPITAL to complete the sentences.

1. There is too much ______violence_______ in this new film. VIOLENT

2. Dolphins sometimes are killed when they are ____accidentally____ entrapped in electric

pulse fishing. ACCIDENT

3. It is a good scientific book because it is very _____informative____ for me. INFORM

4. Luckily! After three _____unsuccessful______ attempts, Marie's finally passed his driving

test. SUCCEED
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5. Lisa's so kind. It's a ____pleasure_____ working with her. PLEASE
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